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Touch is one of the most important human senses. With the popularization of touch-screen mobile phones, tablet computers, and
other devices, touch-screen interactive technology has become a norm in people’s daily lives, and advertisements that were once
dominated by vision and hearing have added an interactive experience in the dimension of touch. Traditional advertising media
screens can only complete simple information dissemination functions and cannot interact with users in a two-way manner.(ey
can only receive information one-way and passively and lack interactivity. Touch-screen interactive advertising forms a good
interaction with the target audience, thereby disseminating advertising information to achieve the purpose of promotion or brand
image building. (is paper designs a set of advertising media screen interaction systems based on smart sensors, including a
gesture interaction module, a remote interaction module, and a touch interaction module. (e gesture interaction module can
recognize 5 static gestures and send gesture commands to control the advertising media screen. (e remote interaction module
can remotely control the advertising media screen, and the touch interaction module can control the advertising media screen
through the touch screen. According to the functional requirements, the overall design of software and hardware is given, and the
technical background of each module of the software is introduced. Next, the depth image-based gesture recognition method is
studied. (e number of fingers and the center distance feature are fused as feature vectors, and the weighted template matching
method is used to classify and recognize gestures. Finally, the design and implementation of the interactive system are introduced.

1. Introduction

(e sense of touch is not only an organ for human beings to
feel the surrounding environment, but can also express
intimacy, kindness, tenderness, and caring. Emotional
communication among friends, lovers, and relatives all relies
on the sense of touch. It is a sick society. It is no longer
possible to recognize the reality of things by sight and
hearing, and only the sense of touch can approach reality.
(erefore, human beings have an innate trust in tactile
cognition, and tactile sensation is more realistic than any
sensation [1–4]. (e machine originally invented by man-
kind mainly uses vision and hearing for human-computer
interaction. With the development of tactile technology and
a decrease in cost, devices that can provide tactile input and
output have become more and more popular, and touch
screen mobile phones are the most popular devices.

Although the current technology of using touch screens for
human-machine dialogue is still a bit naive, at least people
can get rid of the cold mouse and buttons, petting the
machine like petting an animal and getting feedback. (e
upgrade of this experience is a milestone [5–10]. (ey are
private and usually have only one user, emphasizing a
personalized experience; public touch-screen media mainly
refers to touch-screen devices set up in public places, public
information systems, etc., which are public, usually have
various users, and emphasize a popular experience [11–16].
(e advertising media screen is shown in Figure 1.

Advertising creative personnel use touch screen inter-
active technologies, such as mobile photography, QR code
recognition, APP applications, positioning systems, voice
recognition systems, and other new technologies, combined
with some traditional media, such as outdoor billboards, TV
advertisements, magazine advertisements, etc. develop
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advertising campaigns. Advertisers design advertising in-
formation into the interactive link, and advertising audi-
ences use touch screens to interact with people and receive
advertising information during the process of participation.
(ese can be called “touch-screen interactive advertising.”
[17–21] (e media in touch-screen interactive advertising is
a “touch-screen” type of media, the experience mode is
“interactive,” and advertising is its goal. (e purpose of
touch-screen interactive advertising is to form a good in-
teraction with the target audience, thereby disseminating
advertising information to achieve the purpose of promotion
or brand image building [22–24].

(e initial gesture recognition is to use the data glove to
directly obtain information about the human hand area. (e
shape of the data glove is similar to an ordinary glove; the
difference is that the sensor is installed on the surface.
S. Sidney Fels and Geoffrey E. Hinton used VPL data gloves
to implement a gesture-speech system that can recognize 203
vocabulary words. Ji-Hwan Kim and others developed a
three-dimensional gesture tracking and recognition system
using KHU-1 data gloves, which transmit gesture signals to a
PC via Bluetooth, which can recognize simple gestures such
as scissors, rocks, and cloth. (e Data Glove 14 ultra data
glove developed by 5DT Company can measure the cur-
vature of the finger. (e material is made of stretchable
synthetic elastic fiber. 14 optical fiber sensors provide an 8-
Bit open bending feature to adapt to the use of different palm
sizes. Based on the Data Glove14 ultra data glove, Li Dongjie
and others proposed a recognition method combining BP
neural network and the PSO algorithm, which improved the
recognition rate [15, 25, 26].

Compared with a gesture recognition system based on
data gloves, a vision-based gesture recognition system en-
ables users to interact with humans more naturally. Henrik
Birk et al. used principal component analysis to analyze 1000
gesture pictures and selected feature parameters to realize
gesture recognition for 1500 pictures, with a recognition rate
of 99%. Lee et al. used entropy analysis to segment and
extract the gesture region from the video stream for gesture
recognition. (e background in the video stream is more

complex. (e system can recognize 6 kinds of gestures, and
the recognition rate can reach 95%. Bobick andWilson et al.
applied a state-based gesture recognition method. (e
gesture is equivalent to a trajectory in space. (e trajectory
curve is divided into states, and the gesture is represented as
a set of continuous sequences. At the beginning of recog-
nition, the image to be recognized is compared with the
prototype of the trajectory curve state, and the result of
gesture recognition is obtained. Shen Qing et al. proposed a
template-based gesture recognition framework that can
detect and segment actions in real-time during video-based
human-computer interaction. (is method can process
online video sequences in real-time. Yang Bo et al. proposed
a gesture recognition algorithm based on the spatial dis-
tribution characteristics of gestures. (e gesture location
algorithm uses the “search window” to filter the current skin
color area, and the gesture segmentation algorithm uses a
gesture segmentation algorithm based on the brightness
Gaussian model to select spatial relative density features and
knuckles. (e relative distance between the features is used
as a feature vector, and the similarity is calculated by using
the feature vector to achieve the purpose of recognizing
gestures. (e recognition rate can reach 98% [27, 28].

Traditional advertising media screens can only complete
simple information dissemination functions and cannot
interact with users in a two-way manner. (ey can only
receive information one way and passively and lack inter-
activity. Touch-screen interactive advertising forms a good
interaction with the target audience, thereby disseminating
advertising information to achieve the purpose of promotion
or brand image building.

2. Interactive Algorithm

2.1. Gesture Recognition. Gesture, as a means of interaction
that conforms to a human’s daily interaction habits, is
simple, direct, and natural. (e research and application of
gestures has attracted great attention from researchers at
home and abroad. Compared with traditional camera
technology, TOF sensor camera technology can obtain ac-
curate depth information of objects, enrich image feature
information, and have a huge boost in gesture recognition.

In the process of image acquisition, transmission, and
transformation, it will inevitably be disturbed, and noise will
affect the image quality. (erefore, it is necessary to pre-
process the collected hand region image, remove the noise
part of the image, and enhance the effective image. (e
preprocessed image has a better effect and is easier to
recognize than the original image. At present, the commonly
used image filtering includes median filtering, mean filter-
ing, Gaussian filtering, etc. Several classic image filtering
methods are introduced below.

2.1.1. Mean Filtering. (e idea of mean filtering is to first use
the EPC660 TOF camera to shoot multiple consecutive
depth image sequences, then randomly select a certain
number of images from the shooting sequence, and finally
sum the depth value of each pixel to find the average value to

Figure 1: Advertising media screen.
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reduce noise. (is kind of average filtering is suitable for the
situation when the measured object has a small displacement
or is still. When the measured object is in a moving state, if
the average filter is used, the image will be blurred because
the pixels at the same point in different images are parallel. It
is not the same position of the object being measured. When
the noise in the image is too concentrated in a certain area,
the average filter is used, and the filtering effect is not ideal.
In addition, the continuous acquisition of multiple images to
calculate the average will also cause the real-time perfor-
mance to decrease. When the application scenario requires
high real-time performance, using the method of mean
filtering is not applicable; when the number of selected
images is more or less, it will also affect the filtering effect.

2.1.2. Median Filtering. Median filtering is a local nonlinear
smoothing filtering method, proposed by Turkey in 1971.
(e basic idea of median filtering is that for any point in the
image, we select pixels in its neighborhood, sort these pixels
according to the gray level, and find the median value in the
pixel sequence as the current pixel value. (e algorithm of
median filtering is as follows:

F(x, y) � mid f(x − k, y − l), k, l ∈W , (1)

where F and f, respectively, represent the pixels after median
filtering and the pixels before filtering, W is the size of the
filtering window, and k, l is the length and width of the
window.

2.1.3. Gaussian Filtering. We analyze the image from the
signal point of view. (e noise of the image belongs to the
high-frequency part, and a low-pass filter can be used to
reduce the noise. Gaussian filtering is a typical linear
smoothing filtering method that is widely used in image
noise reduction. (e implementation method is that each
pixel in the image is scanned through a template. (e
template will determine a neighborhood pixel area, and the
weighted average of the pixels in this area is used to replace
the value of the center pixel of the template.(e template can
be obtained in the following ways:

h(x, y) �
1

2πσ2
e

− x2+y2/2σ2( ), (2)

where x and y are the point coordinates, and σ is the
standard deviation. (e Gaussian filter template can be
obtained by discretizing the Gaussian function.We bring the
position coordinates into the Gaussian function, and what
we get is the template coefficient. (e results of the template
with a size of 3× 3 and σ � 0.8 are normalized and the
following results are obtained:

h �
1
16

1 2 1
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1 2 1
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3)

Touch screen technology first moved from the laboratory
to civilian equipment, such as touch screen mobile phones
and tablet computers, allowing ordinary people to enjoy the
convenience of finger control, and then, due to the popu-
larization of touch screen technology, various types of touch
screen media were derived, which became advertisements.
(e carrier of the message according to the template ob-
tained from the above derivation and calculation results, the
depth image is weighted and denoised. (e formula is as
follows:

F(x, y) � 
L

m�0


L

n�0
f(x − m, j − n) × h(m, n), (4)

where F is the pixel value after filtering, L is the size of the
template window, f is the pixel value before filtering, and h is
the Gaussian template.

Touch screen interactive design is a new design thinking
based on touch screen media. Simply put, when the audience
uses touch-screen media such as touch-screen mobile
phones and tablet computers, they can “design thinking of
direct two-way communication with the system and other
recipients to a certain extent through a variety of input and
output methods.” (e template matching method is cur-
rently the most widely used classification method in static
gesture recognition. (e template is a vector designed to
detect certain regional features. As shown in Figure 2, its
basic principle is to obtain a standard template for each class
to be identified as the identification standard. By comparing
the degree of similarity between the class to be identified and
the standard template, the highest similarity is the identi-
fication result.(e standards of similarity mainly include the
following: Minkowski distance, Euclidean distance, Man-
hattan distance, and cosine angle. Among them, the fol-
lowing formula is for two p-dimensional array objects:

a � xi1, xi2, ..., xip ,

b � xj1, xj2, ..., xjp .
(5)

(e calculation formula of Manhattan distance is as
follows:

D(a, b) � xi1 − xj1



 + xi2 − xj2



 + · · · + xip − xjp



. (6)

(e formula for calculating Euclidean distance is as
follows:

D(a, b) �

������������������������������������
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2
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(7)

For more generalization, it becomes

D(a, b) � xi1 − xj1




q

+ xi2 − xj2




q

+ · · · + xip − xjp




q

 
1/q

.

(8)

When q� 1, it is Manhattan distance, and when q� 2, it
is Euclidean distance. (e above three formulas meet the
following conditions:
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D(a, b)≥ 0: distance is positive,

D(a, b) � 0: distance is 0,

D(a, b) � D(b, a): distance is symmetric,

D(a, b)≤D(a, k) + D(k, b): distance less than sum.

(9)

(e calculation formula of the included angle cosine is as
follows:

cos(θ) �
a · b

|a||b|
. (10)

2.2. Related Technologies of Remote Interaction Module.
MQTT (message queuing telemetry transport), as an instant
messaging protocol, was released by IBM in 1999. (e
protocol supports all platforms and is a “lightweight”
communication protocol based on the publish/subscribe
mode.(e protocol is based on the TCP/IP protocol and can
provide real-time reliability for remote devices under limited
bandwidth. Messaging service. Because of its low overhead
and low bandwidth occupancy characteristics, the current
MQTT protocol has a wide range of applications in the
Internet of (ings, mobile applications, and small devices.
MQTT is a client-server message publish/subscribe trans-
mission protocol. Publisher (Publish), subscriber (Sub-
scribe), and broker (Broker) are the three different identities
in the protocol. (e message broker is completed by the
server, and the client is responsible for publishing and
subscribing to messages.

We can divide touch-screen media into two categories
based on different audiences: personal touch-screen media
and public-place touch-screen media. Personal touch-screen
media mainly refers to touch-screen media devices such as
mobile phones and tablets that are easy to carry around.
Topic and Payload are messages transmitted by the MQTT
protocol. A topic is the type of message. After the client
subscribes, it will receive the content of the message. (e
payload is the content of the message, which is used by the
subscriber. As shown in Figure 3, a device that uses the
MQTT protocol must consist of a client and a server. (e
client can perform operations such as publishing messages,
subscribing to messages, unsubscribing to messages, and
disconnecting.

(e message header of all MQTT messages must
contain a fixed message header. From the perspective of
saving overhead and reducing network traffic consump-
tion, the message header is designed with a fixed size of 2

Bytes. (e special message contains a variable header and
a payload.

(e way in which the client and the server ensure that
the message is received is determined by QoS. (e client
can choose topics of any QoS level to subscribe to. When
topics with different QoS levels exist at the same time, the
client will choose the one with the highest QoS level to
receive. An example is as follows: a message is published at
the QOS2 level. At this time, there are two clients that need
to subscribe to this message. Client A subscribes to the
QoS0 level, so this message will be sent to client A
according to QoS0, and client B uses QoS2 to subscribe to
the same message. At this time, when client A receives the
same message, it becomes the QoS2 standard. When
publishing a message, this field is valid. When RETAIN is 1,
it means that the sent message needs to be kept persistent,
even if the server restarts, it will be kept, not only to the
current subscribers but also new subscribers who subscribe
to this topic in the future will be pushed immediately;
RETAIN is 0. At the time, this message is only pushed to the
current subscriber. When the server or client tries to resend
SUBSCRIBE, PUBLISH, and PUBREL messages, the DUP
flag is set. If the QoS level of the message is greater than 0, a
message confirmation is required. At this time, the DUP
flag can be set, and the message ID will also be included in
the variable header. (e meaning of this field is that the
remaining bytes of the current message include variable
headers and payloads, and Byte2 is exclusively occupied by
this field. (e maximum value of a single byte: 01111111,
hexadecimal: 0× 7F, and decimal is 127.

2.3. Related Technologies of Touch Screen Interactive Module.
Qt is the current mainstream tool for embedded graphical
interface development. It is a C++-based, cross-platform
graphical user interface program framework. (e Qt
framework was released by the Qt Company in 1991 and has
been developed to Qt 5.10. (e characteristics of Qt are as
follows:

(1) (e mechanism of signals and slots ensures that the
communication between classes within the program
is safe and effective and avoids memory field pointers
and object life cycle problems caused by shared
pointers

(2) Qt supports Windows, Linux, Android, Mac OS, and
other operating systems, with excellent cross-plat-
form features

Similarity calculation

Standard template

Judgment recognition

Threshold

Input Output

Figure 2: Template matching.
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(3) Provide a rich class library, including file processing,
IO interface processing, expression processing, etc.

(4) Support 2D and 3D graphics rendering
(5) Fully object-oriented development platform, high

code reusability, encapsulating a large number of
class modules, developers can easily extend and use
these modules

(6) Support QML, users can easily describe the user
interface by using QML

(7) A large number of development documents are for
developers’ reference

An important prerequisite for gesture recognition is to
segment the human hand area from the complex back-
ground environment, and then extract the features of the
gesture for the next step of recognition. Qt’s object-to-object
communication adopts its signals and slots (signals and
slots) mechanism. Signals and slots are an alternative to the
callback technique. Before the signal and slot mechanism
work, a connection must be established. After a certain event
triggers the signal, the slot that has established a connection
with the signal will respond, that is, perform the operation of
the slot function. (e correspondence between signals and
slots can be one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many, and
many-to-one. When a signal connects multiple slots, the
execution order of the slot functions is random. (e sig-
naling object does not need to know which slot an object
needs to receive the signal it sends, but only needs to send the
signal when appropriate, and does not pay attention to
whether the transmission is successful. Similarly, the slot of
the object does not know which signals are associated with
itself. (is mechanism greatly reduces the coupling of the Qt
object.

(e connection between signals and slots is mainly di-
vided into queue connection, automatic connection, direct
connection, and blocking queue connection. A queue
connection means that the object that triggers the signal and
the object that receives the signal are not in the same thread
and return immediately after the signal is sent, until the
thread where the slot is located gets control and starts the
event loop. Automatic connection means that when the
signal is triggered, the mechanism will select the direct
connection and the queue connection according to whether
the object triggering the signal and the object receiving the
signal are in the same thread. Direct connection means that
the object that triggers the signal and the object that receives
the signal are in the same thread, and the slot function will be
called immediately after the signal is triggered. Blocking
queue connection means that the thread that triggers the
signal is in a blocked state after the signal is triggered and
then resumes from the blocked state to the running state
after the slot function returns.

3. Gesture Recognition Based on Smart Sensors

(ese methods are easily affected by environmental fac-
tors, resulting in difficult segmentation and poor results.
In this paper, the EPC660 TOF sensor is used to collect the
depth image, and the hand region segmentation and
feature extraction are completed based on the depth
image.(e gesture area segmentation method proposed in
this paper is based on the premise that the hand area is the
area closest to the EPC660 TOF sensor. Because during
human-computer interaction, the user will naturally
stretch his hand to the front of the body to make gestures.
At this time, the hand area is generally in the area closest
to the sensor. Based on the above, the segmentation of the
hand area becomes easier. (at is, the set of pixels closest
to the sensor is the approximate area of the hand. In this
paper, an automatic threshold segmentation algorithm
based on a depth histogram is used to segment the hand
region.

(e gesture features include shape and contour. (e
main methods of gesture region segmentation based on two-
dimensional images are based on skin color models, contour
models, and wearing gloves that are different from the
background color. (e histogram is a two-dimensional
statistical report graph. (e horizontal and vertical coor-
dinates reflect the measurement of a statistical sample and a
certain attribute corresponding to the sample, and they are
widely used in computer vision analysis. A depth image is
composed of pixels with different depth values, and the
depth distribution in the image is an important feature of the
image. (e depth histogram describes the distribution of the
depth values in the image in the distance interval and can
intuitively show the frequency and aggregation of each depth
in the image. With this information, the segmentation
threshold can be determined. As shown in Figure 4, the left
image is the depth histogram corresponding to the right
image.

Observing Figure 4, it can be found that the pixels of
the depth image are mainly concentrated in the three
distance intervals, most of the pixels are concentrated in
the interval on the right. (ese pixels are part of the
background environment farthest from the camera. (is
part is useless information. We discard it directly; the
pixels in the middle interval correspond to the pixels of
the human torso, which also needs to be discarded; the left
interval is the set of pixels closest to the camera, this part
of pixels is valid information and needs further pro-
cessing. It is determined through experiments to sort the
leftmost interval from small to large and find the interval
with the least number of pixels. (e distance range of this
interval is the optimal segmentation threshold point F,
and this distance is used as the dynamic threshold for
gesture region segmentation.

MQTT client MQTT server MQTT client

subscription subscription

release release

Figure 3: (e structure of MQTT.
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Although the EPC660 TOF sensor used in this paper has
the characteristics of high frame rate and high measurement
accuracy, according to error analysis, the image will inevi-
tably be interfered with and generated during the process of
acquisition, transmission, and transformation, which will
reduce the image quality. (erefore, it is necessary to pre-
process the collected hand region image, remove the noise
part of the image, and enhance the effective image. (e
preprocessed image has a better effect and is easier to
recognize than the original image.(is paper has carried out
filtering and denoising processing on the image. Currently,
the commonly used image filtering includesmedian filtering,
mean filtering, Gaussian filtering, and so on.

(e most important prerequisite for gesture recognition
is that the gesture features are accurate, which can uniquely
characterize a certain gesture and distinguish it from other
gestures. If the selected feature parameters are not appro-
priate, the recognition results may also be inconsistent for
the same gesture. (erefore, the selection of gesture features
directly affects the result of gesture recognition. (e selec-
tion of gesture features should follow the following
principles:

(1) Uniqueness. (e gesture feature can only uniquely
determine one gesture under any conditions;

(2) Completeness. All features of a gesture should be
represented by the features of this gesture;

(3) Geometric invariance. (e external conditions of the
human body, such as height, weight, and skin color,
should not affect gesture characteristics. Generally,
the commonly used gesture features include the
number of fingers, the angle between the fingers, the
overall outline of the hand, etc. If the recognition of
the gesture is more complicated, multiple features
need to be extracted at the same time to form a
feature vector to express the gesture.

Since the difference between the five predefined digital
gestures in this article is the number of fingers extended,
the gesture feature can be selected as the number of
fingers. For this feature, the main task is to identify the
number of fingertips. At the same time, a single feature
cannot guarantee the accuracy of recognition, and mul-
tiple features need to be searched. (e predicted ampli-
tude is shown in Figure 5.

4. Hardware System

In this part, a gesture recognition module is designed.
According to the result of gesture recognition, the adver-
tising media screen is controlled according to the predefined
gesture meaning. Figure 6 shows the gesture recognition
module architecture. (e lower computer and the upper
computer use TCP communication. (e lower computer
server runs under the BeagleBone Black single-board Linux
system of the EPC660 TOF sensor camera module and is
responsible for collecting image information; the upper
computer client runs on the PC Windows system, devel-
opment of a visual graphical interface based on Qt, re-
sponsible for displaying and processing the acquired image
information, and performing gesture recognition, and finally
converting the recognition result into a control message and
sending it to the playback module. (e playback module
executes the command and returns the execution result. (e
host computer uses UDP unicast communication with the
playback module.

Since advertising media screens are generally located on
the outer walls of high-rise buildings, and multiple adver-
tising media screens may be scattered in different locations
and far apart, in order to facilitate users to configure
equipment, it is necessary to design a set of remote inter-
action schemes to realize remote control of advertising
media screens. Control and monitoring based on actual
engineering requirements, this paper develops a remote
interactive client based on the MQTT protocol and coop-
erates with remote server instructions to realize remote
interactive functions.

4.1. Remote Interaction Design Based on MQTT Protocol.
(e remote interactionmodule based on theMQTTprotocol
designed in this article consists of three parts, including the
cloud part, the MQTTclient part, and the MQTTserver part.
(e cloud is responsible for interacting with the user’s web
page, sending the user’s instructions through the MQTT
server to publish a “Publish” message to the advertising
media screen MQTT client, and the MQTT client is re-
sponsible for replying to the “Publish” message to theMQTT
server. Messages use the MQTT protocol for downlink and
the http protocol for messages. (e client runs on the Linux
platform of the advertising media screen controller, and the
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MQTTserver uses the server provided by the Alibaba Cloud
Internet of (ings suite.

(e advertising media screen has the following appli-
cation scenarios: multiple advertising media screens are set
up on multiple building curtain walls to synchronously play
the same program. At the same time, because the output
resolution of a single advertising media screen controller is
limited by the network bandwidth, a large-resolution ad-
vertising media giant screen needs to be composed of
multiple advertising media screens, which are controlled
separately by multiple advertising media screen controllers.
(e advertisingmedia screen is responsible for playing a part
of the video. In this way, multiple advertising media screens
must be played synchronously, with a mutual error of no
more than 5 frames, in order to play a complete screen at the
same time. Figure 7 shows the evaluated value.

(is paper designs a set of multiscreen synchronization
interactive solutions based on GPS timing, which can ensure
time synchronization through GPS timing when multiple
multimedia block advertising media screen controllers
operate independently and are deployed over a long dis-
tance. On this basis, the frame control algorithm is used to
achieve the effect of synchronized playback of multiple
advertising media screens. (e entire method includes four
modules, GPS timing module, program list analysis module,
frame control module, and video playback module. (e GPS
timing module is responsible for calibrating the time of the
multimedia large-screen controller; after the GPS timing
module starts running, we open the GPS data serial port to
establish a data interaction channel with the main process of
the multimedia large-screen controller; we obtain GPGGA
data from the GPS data serial port. GPGGA is GPS.(e data
output format sentence is the main data of a frame of GPS
positioning; we parse the world time from GPGGA data,

store it in the buffer, and send the buffer data to the main
process of the multimedia large-screen controller for time
calibration; and get it with a delay of ten minutes. Next time
we get GPGGA data, we will continue to time service. (e
playbill parsing module is responsible for querying the XML
file of the total playbill and generating a list of play files. (e
total playbill XML file contains multiple play items, and each
play item contains information such as start play time, stop
play time, play date or week set, play mode, and play file
path. y versus x is shown in Figure 8.

After the module starts to run, we load the total playbill
XML file and start to generate the play file list XML file. First,
we traverse the XML file of the total playbill, we compare the
current time T with the stop play time T1 of the current
traversed play item S, if T1 is greater than T, then we de-
termine the play mode of S. If T1 is less than T, it means that
the current time is not in the play time period of S. Within
the range, we traverse the next play item directly. (ere are
four play modes: weekday mode, holiday mode, week mode,
and loop mode. If the playing mode of S is holiday mode or
weekday mode, it is judged whether the current date is the
same as the date of S, and if they are the same, S is written
into the play file list XML file. If they are not the same, we
traverse the next play item; if the play mode of S is not
holiday mode or weekday mode, we determine whether the
play mode of S is week mode; if the play mode of S is week
mode, we calculate the week of the current date, then judge
whether it is in the week set of S; if it is, we write S into the
play file list XML file, otherwise, we traverse the next play
item. If the play mode of S is not week mode, then we judge
whether the play mode of S is loop mode; if the play mode of
S is loop mode, we write S into the play file list XML file,
otherwise traverse to the next play item. (e frame control
module is responsible for controlling the speed at which
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Figure 6: (e architecture of the gesture recognition module.
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video data is transmitted to the video playbackmodule. First,
we parse the play file list XML file generated by the playbill
parsing module, and then read the file information in se-
quence according to the play file list sequence. (e file in-
formation includes video length, frame rate, and total frame
number; if the start playing time stamp configuration file
does not exist, it will be read accordingly.(e video length in
the file information calculates the start playing time of the
next video, and after storing it in the start playing timestamp
configuration file, reads one frame of data; if it exists, reads
the start playing of the current video from the start playing
timestamp configuration file, timed by the timer to start
playing time; then we read a frame of data to judge whether it
is the end frame. If it is the end frame, we judge whether the
currently playing file is the last playing file, if yes, we exit the
frame control module, if not, the last file to be played will
continue to read the information of the next file and play the
next file. If it is not the end frame, we adjust the timer timing

T through the PID algorithm. First, we calculate the expected
number of frames by multiplying the frame rate by the
playing time; then make the difference with the actual
number of frames fed back by the video playback module to
obtain the frame number deviation, and calculate the ad-
justed value through the derivative term D, the proportional
term P, and the integral term I T value; after the precise time
T is timed by the timer, the read video frame is sent to the
video playback module to continue to read the next frame of
data. (e video playback module is responsible for con-
structing a video pipeline, decoding, and playing video data.
After the video playbackmodule starts to run, first we build a
video pipeline, open up a buffer for storing video data, and
wait for the data to arrive; after receiving the data, we de-
termine whether it is video data, if not, we continue to wait;
if it is video data, the data will be sent to the video pipeline
for decoding and playback, and then continues to wait for
the data. Figure 9 shows the successful recognition gesture.
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5. Conclusion

(is paper combines the actual engineering needs to meet
the interactive needs of different users. For the gesture
recognition function, the sensor module is used to conduct
in-depth research on the principle of depth image acqui-
sition, and the gesture recognition is realized by using the
depth image. For the touch screen interaction function, the
touch screen program design based on the Qt framework is
adopted.

(e advertising media screen interactive software
designed in this paper has been successfully used in many
practical projects, and the operation effect is good, but there
are some shortcomings, such as only 5 simple static gestures
can be recognized, and there is no support for complex
dynamic gesture recognition. (e design of the software
interface is not beautiful enough and needs to be improved
in the next step.
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